MORGAN elders
Elder, noun, a leader or senior figure in a tribe or other group.

Col. John Hutcheson
“Hutch,” as he is known by friends, retired from the infantry after 30 years active service. In his youth he was an exercise
rider in an operation with several hundred sale horses. Today he is a practitioner of the old vaquero training methods on
Foundation Morgans bred at his Gab Creek Farm in Georgia. His epic month-long packing trips into the mountains have
been chronicled in The Morgan Horse.
By Suzy Lucine
WHEN and WHERE did you become a Morgan person?
hero. He had to be put down that winter due to cauda equina neuI became a Morgan person in the late 1980s when I read Brenda ritis. My second favorite time was transiting from north to south
Tippin’s article in The Morgan Horse about Morgans as stock through the Cloud Peak wilderness on GabCreek Gay Mashanta
horses. I had been admiring the baroque conformation of the old (“Shanta”), full sister of PKR Primavera Brio, for five days through
blood Foundation Morgans for quite a while but did not know a freak Wyoming September snowstorm. She is a great horse who
what I was seeing until I read
took me safely through some
the article. Then I began to
really miserable weather.
study the Morgan families. In
1990, I drove six hours from
WHO are the Morgan people
Fort Irwin in northern San
that have influenced you the
Bernardino County, California,
most?
to see Primavera Valdez in Yuba
Dick Nelson, Carol SimpCity. I became friends with
son, and Polly Smith are my
Carol Simpson, who mentored
three most admired breeders.
me until her death. She wrote to
Dick Nelson was an extraordime wherever I was. In 1995, she
nary horseman who bred and
called to say, “Congratulations,
trained Primavera Valdez and
cowboy, you are buying a
Gay Vaquero. He knew how to
Morgan stallion and if you don’t
pair the bloodlines to produce
buy him I will because he is out
exceptional horses. Carol Simpof the best mare Valdez ever
son almost single-handedly
bred.” So, sight unseen, based
revived public interest in the
on blood alone, I bought PKR
Morgan stock horse by showPrimavera Brio (out of Rose Hill
ing and campaigning Valdez in
“Hutch” schooling his stallion PKR Primavera Brio (photo © Laura Behning).
Lapapillon). I was stationed in
open competition and offering
Alaska, the colt was in Kentucky;
him at stud. Polly Smith has
then I was reassigned to San Antonio and had him shipped there. linebred some of the best while standing the great Gay Vaquero,
I bought a related mare from Polly Smith, LBF Gay Enchantment bred by Dick Nelson.
(H-Ken x LBF Gay Enchantress), retired from the army, brought
that mare to Georgia, and started linebreeding. I acquired other WHY is the Morgan the horse for your needs and activities?
mares, always looking for blood that would nick on my Valdez Their sanity and conformation kept me breeding, and then it
son—Old Government, Brunk, Sellman, and A. Fullerton Phillips. was about trying to pass on the blood of my Valdez son, PKR
Primavera Brio. I think they are the best horse for rugged counWHAT was your best time or experience with a Morgan horse?
try, where I like to be. I wrote the forward for a book on Morgans
My best time with a Morgan was the 100-mile loop through the and some of the words are on the homepage of my website: “They
Teton wilderness, south of Yellowstone, on Gab Creek Soldado are baroque with round body contours and the neck set on top of
(“Soldier”). He was my favorite saddle horse, a son of PKR the shoulder…coupled in appearance, and his short back, laid back
Primavera Brio, a blood bay, athletic, full of life but very light and shoulder (“the wings of the horse”), and long hip endow him with
biddable. On the second night all the stock deserted us for the a marked advantage for service in harness or under saddle….but it
trailhead. I called his name and he came back to me. He was a is his temperament that sets him apart.” n
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